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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Present status and future of high-precision image guided adaptive
brachytherapy for cervix carcinoma

RICHARD PÖTTER1, CHRISTIAN KIRISITS1, ELENA F. FIDAROVA1, JOHANNES C.A.

DIMOPOULOS1, DANIEL BERGER1, KARI TANDERUP2 & JACOB C. LINDEGAARD2

1Department of Radiotherapy Medical University of Vienna, General Hospital Vienna, Währinger Gürtel 18-20, 1090 Wien,

Austria and 2Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Nörrebrogade 44, DK-8000, Aarhus, Denmark.

Abstract
Introduction. Image guided adaptive brachytherapy (IGABT) for cervical cancer, using mainly MRI, is an evolving method,
increasingly replacing the 2D approach based on conventional radiography. During the complex 4D chain of this procedure
image-assistance is provided for disease assessment, provisional treatment planning (‘‘pre-planning’’), applicator placement
and reconstruction, as well as for contouring, definitive treatment planning and quality control of dose delivery. With
IGABT changes of topography adjacent to the applicator, caused by tumour regression, oedema, organ changes and dilation
are identified. Thus, the CTV for IGABT is primarily based on the tumour volume at the time of BTand takes into account
both time and spatial domains. IGABT requires systematic concepts for target, OAR, biological modelling, DVH analysis,
and dose-volume-adaptation. Methods and Results. This report focuses on the advantages and uncertainties, dose-effect
relations and clinical results of the IGABT procedure addressing the current status and future perspectives. Uncertainties
during the 4D chain of IGABTare mainly related to target contouring, applicator reconstruction, as well as to inter-fraction,
intra-fraction and inter-application variability, as caused by tumour response and organ changes. Different from EBRT
where set-up uncertainties are compensated by adding a margin to the CTV, no margins to the lateral and anterior-posterior
directions can be used for IGABT. Discussion. By 3D treatment planning for IGABT significant improvement of the DVH
parameters is achieved compared to 2D library plans. In small tumours the benefit is primarily obtained by a decrease of
dose to nearby OAR while in large tumours the use of supplementary interstitial techniques and optimization may double
the target volume that can be treated at a therapeutic dose level. The clinical impact of IGABT could recently be
demonstrated by the establishment of some correlations between target- and organ-related DVH parameters versus disease
control and side effects, which need further clarification. Overall, a very high local control rate can be achieved with minor
treatment related morbidity. This favourable therapeutic ratio seems to be now reproducible under different conditions at
various treatment centres. These results have to be validated within the upcoming multi-centre prospective IntErnational
study on MRI-guided brachytherapy in locally advanced cervical cancer (EMBRACE).

Image guided adaptive brachytherapy (IGABT) in

locally advanced cervix cancer has recently been

introduced [1�3] and is now gaining momentum as

this emerging technique has been shown to provide

major improvements in dose volume parameters and

in clinical outcome primarily due to a high precision

of the dose delivered by gynaecological IGABT [3�
6]. The advancement of this technique is primarily

based on the use of repetitive MRI performed before

and during treatment. Other imaging modalities

such as ultrasound [7] and functional imaging are

also under evaluation but so far only very limited

data are available [8,9].

This status report will first address the principles

applying for IGABT in general and will then provide

a specific overview of the use of MRI based IGABT

in the treatment of locally advanced cervical cancer

with regard to all steps involved in the treatment

chain.

The sources of information for this overview were

obtained from a Pub Med search for articles

published before June 2008 by use of the following

key-words: cervical cancer or cervix cancer; image-

guided brachytherapy, 3D brachytherapy, CT-based

brachytherapy or MRI-based brachytherapy. Updat-

ing and new analysis of clinical material from our
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departments as well as clinical data obtained from

major collaborating departments in the field (Institut

Gustave Roussy, Paris, University Hospital Leuven)

were also included to further illustrate the current

status and potential perspectives of MRI based

IGABT in the treatment of locally advanced cervical

as of 2008.

Basic principles applying for IGABT

There are some fundamental features of brachyther-

apy (BT) which have to be taken into account for

image guidance in general and for gynaecological BT

in particular. These conditions are only described

here in broader terms [10] but they definitively will

need further attention in future image orientated

research and development.

Clinical use of BT always involves the placement

of an applicator near to or into a selected tumour

(site) by a radiation or organ specific oncologist

experienced in introducing applicators for a specific

site applying manual, tactile, optical and mental

skills acquired through a specific period of learning

(‘‘micro-invasive surgery’’; ‘‘radiotherapeutic inter-

vention’’). This implies variation both at the institu-

tional level according to tradition/school preferences

(Manchester, Paris, Stockholm, Fletcher etc.) but

also at the personal level with intra-person and inter-

person variation in applicator placement.

As BT is performed through applicators adjacent

to or inside the Clinical Target Volume (CTV),

images for BT have to be taken with the applicator in

place. The inherent aim of BT imaging is therefore

to offer on one and the same high quality image all

the important elements: applicators, potential source

positions, Gross Tumour Volume (GTV), CTV and

adjacent organs at risk (OAR). This complex aim

implies significant interactions between image de-

mands for applicators, treatment planning (source

position), and contouring of regions of interest. It

may also imply the need to use various imaging

methods, which have to be integrated (‘‘fusion’’)

during the process of treatment planning (conven-

tional radiography, CT, MRI, US). This is specific

for organ site (e.g. prostate, gynaecology, breast: for

imaging GTV and OAR) and for applicator type and

mandates adapted solutions. A significant effort in

research and development (e.g. feasibility, visibility,

validity) is therefore needed to obtain appropriate

images.

The applicator has impact on the adjacent topo-

graphy, which may be relevant for both the relation

to the GTV, the tumour bearing organ and/or the

adjacent OAR. This is most pronounced in endo-

luminal and intracavitary BT (dilatation) but is also

known for interstitial BT (oedema). With oedema a

time component has to be taken into account, as it

develops and resolves within hours to days. This

impact may be different from application to applica-

tion and/or from fraction to fraction during the same

application which implies inter-application and in-

ter-fraction uncertainty.

The process of treatment planning in BT always

starts from identification of source position(s) and

applicators on the image in the individual patient

(‘‘3D reconstruction’’), which has to be performed

as precise as possible and especially the systematic

error inherent in this procedure has to be minimized

to be able to deliver high-precision BT safely.

Imaging for BT needs a systematic relation

between source (axis or axes of the applicator) and

adjacent topography (Figure 1), which implies a

‘‘Brachytherapy Eye View’’ (BEV). This ‘‘BEV’’

defines a joint geometry system between the image

orientation in the patient and the BT applicator

which is fundamental to obtain appropriate image

guidance during applicator implantation, target

contouring, applicator reconstruction and treatment

planning.

According to the specific characteristics of BT,

imaging alongside the clinical assessment plays an

important role at different steps in different ways

within the treatment chain such as image assisted

provisional treatment planning (‘‘pre-planning’’),

image guided application, image assisted definitive

treatment planning and image assisted quality con-

trol of dose delivery (imaging during/after bra-

chytherapy). In this context it is important to stress

that imaging and all related procedures (e.g. con-

touring) needs a higher precision than with conven-

tional EBRT due to the very sharp dose fall-off in all

directions, in particular in the region adjacent to the

BT applicators. Thus, variation in millimetres in

target contouring has a major impact on dose

application (in 10 percentiles).

‘‘In Room Imaging’’ as introduced for external

beam radiotherapy (EBRT) with a CT-scanner

available in the treatment room has to be looked at

specifically for BT, as the applicator in place

(‘‘treatment machine’’) is imaged together with

GTV, CTV and OAR. Therefore imaging with the

applicator in place always means to some degree ‘‘In

Room Imaging’’. However, there is some uncer-

tainty, how far this situation corresponds to the

situation during BT irradiation, which seems to be-

under many circumstances-minimal for the fixed

relation between the applicator and the tumour

bearing organ, but may be significant for certain

adjacent organs with significant movement relevant

for BT.

Due to specific patterns of growth (e.g. expansive

and infiltrative) and due to different patterns of
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treatment response there may be or may be not

significant changes of tumour and adjacent topogra-

phy during a fractionated course of EBRT. Major

changes occur e.g. in case of pre-brachytherapy

EBRT (�/� chemotherapy) in cervix cancer, as

the tumour may shrink significantly during this time

period. Thus, the GTV in cervix cancer during 40�
50 Gy EBRT is reduced to mean less than 20�30%

of its volume at the time of diagnosis [11,12].

Therefore IGABT takes into account the situation

at diagnosis and the tumour size and configuration

as it presents at the time of BT with the applicator in

place, based on images at diagnosis and at BT. This

definition of ‘‘adaptive’’ is different from the con-

temporary definition used mainly for image guided

EBRT and intra-fractional EBRT changes as seen by

Cone beam CT. With IGABT adaptation is taken in

both spatial (3D) and time (4D) domains. By use of

the response adapted CTV defined at the time of BT

it is possible to obtain much higher doses than

currently possible with EBRT [13].

The treatment chain of image guided adaptive

brachytherapy in cervix cancer

The 4D treatment chain (Figure 2) starts with

disease assessment at diagnosis including clinical

drawing and MRI before any treatment begins.

Through repetitive clinical examinations, comple-

mented by imaging as necessary, the course of

disease is evaluated and documented in order to

follow the patient and to prepare comprehensively

the IGABT procedure.

The process of IGABT is described in detail

elsewhere [3,9]. In this context it has to be under-

lined that this 4D chain includes many variations in

regard to application, applicators, imaging, recon-

struction, contouring, treatment planning, dose

prescription, dose constraints for OAR. These varia-

tions will need to be understood as comprehensively

as possible during the further evolution of this image

based procedure in order to enable a thorough

discussion of the different uncertainties based on

evidence. To appropriately evaluate the clinical out-

come of IGABT in cervical cancer a thorough

follow-up of patients with 3D assessment of (com-

plete) response, of local disease recurrence and of

major events with regard to morbidity in relation to

the complete 3D dose distribution of EBRT and BT

is also needed.

Uncertainties in target contouring

The concept of HR CTV and IR CTV [1] has been

developed and validated through inter-observer

studies from its beginning. The inter-observer varia-

tion, as expressed by the Conformitiy Index (CI) was

from 0.5 to 0.8 for most of the presented material

[14�17]. There was only one report from a teaching

workshop with participants with very limited experi-

ence, where the CI was only 0.1�0.3. This under-

lines the importance of experience in radiological

assessment of disease which can only be gained

within some learning period necessitating time and

an interdisciplinary approach, integrating MRI radi-

ologists with interest in gynaecology. It has been

shown, that CT results in far more uncertainties for

target contouring as compared to MRI [18].

The issue of target contouring needs major atten-

tion, as the amount of uncertainty will have a major

impact on the whole therapeutic chain. More

comprehensive data is therefore needed to further

Figure 1. The ‘‘Brachytherapy Eye View’’ illustrating a systematic relation between applicator geometry and image orientation. White lines

indicate the selection of the appropriate image orientation parallel and orthogonal to the axis of the intrauterine tandem, as well as to the

sagittal (a, b) and coronal (c) midplane of the ring: (a) para-transverse, (b) para-coronal and (c) para-sagittal sequences. Contours of GTV,

HR CTV and OAR are given.
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Figure 2. Treatment chain for 4D image-guided adaptive cervix cancer brachytherapy using MRI.
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illuminate the various aspects of this complex issue

(e.g. topographical distribution of variation). The

two published papers include only a limited number

of patients (Lang et al. (n�3); Viswanathan et al.

(n�10) [15,18]), whereas more material is available

according to data in publication process [16,17].

Furthermore, it has to be kept in mind, that image

quality itself has a major impact on the precision of

target contouring (‘‘validity’’), which implies that

further radiological research is needed to improve

image quality and interpretation, also at the time of

brachytherapy after response to radio�chemotherapy

[19]. This is true for any imaging method used,

however in particular for MRI in the context of

cervix cancer, as MRI represents the imaging

method of choice for target contouring. The role of

functional imaging has not been sufficiently ad-

dressed yet [9].

Uncertainties in applicator reconstruction and use of

margins for brachytherapy

Precise definition of the BT applicator is important

for IGABTas the applicator functions as dose carrier

and the dose calculation is relying solely on the

geometry of source positions. Reconstruction on CT

images is straightforward since source channels and

dummy markers can be visualised on CT [20�23].

However, for MRI special reconstruction techniques

are needed in order to define the applicator geome-

try as accurate as for x-rays and CT. Currently there

are several ongoing projects dedicated to this field of

research. In the meanwhile, the use of marker tubes

in the source channel, templates for the outer

applicator surface and registration between radio-

graphs or CT and MRI are showing promising

results and are described in recent studies on

IGABT [3�5,24,25].

Reconstruction uncertainties in BT are of the

same character as set-up uncertainties in EBRT

since both define uncertainties in the relation

between the radiation source and the target and

OARs. The impact of reconstruction uncertainties

on delivered dose depend on the dose gradients, the

size of random and systematic reconstruction un-

certainties, and on the number of BT fractions.

Systematic errors should be avoided as much as

possible since they have much more impact on

delivered dose than random errors. This is illustrated

in Figure 3 where the curves show the percentage

dose (relative to TPS values) that 90% of patients

will receive. When systematic errors are reduced to

1�2 mm, it is possible to limit the impact of

reconstruction uncertainties (‘‘set up’’) on delivered

dose to less than 10% [26].

In conventional EBRT, set-up uncertainties are

compensated by adding a margin to the CTV. The

size of the prescription dose plateau is thereby

increased, and the dose delivered to the CTV will

be unaffected by geometric errors which are smaller

than the size of the extra margin. In BT it is not

possible to create a dose plateau in lateral and

anterior-posterior directions, since the dose gradi-

ents cannot be manipulated to become less steep

[26]. As the addition of margins in lateral and

anterior-posterior directions is directly equivalent

to a BT dose escalation, the uncertainty of DVH

parameters would not improve (Figure 4). The use

of margins is not recommended in these directions.

However, in longitudinal direction the situation is

basically different and it seems to be possible to

create a plateau by loading the tandem above the

target. This will make the dose distribution more

robust to uncertainties in the longitudinal direction

i.e. towards the uterine corpus and the vagina.

Inter-fraction, inter-application and intra-fraction

variation: applicator, CTV and OAR movement

A prerequisite for analysis and understanding of this

kind of variations is a clear terminology with regard

to the specific characteristics of BT. Variation (geo-

metric/dosimetric) occurs between fractions within

one BT application (e.g. PDR) or between different

applications. In order to classify these basically

Figure 3. The curves show the percentage dose (relative to TPS

values) as a function of random and systematic longitudinal

reconstruction uncertainties. Reconstruction errors in the red

area should be avoided (�10% dose deviation for at least 10%

of the patients). The green area indicates a ‘‘safe’’ region of

longitudinal reconstruction errors (B10% dose deviation for at

least 90% of patients).

Image guided adaptive brachytherapy for cervix cancer 1329



different situations with regard to terminology we

propose to call the first type of variation ‘‘inter-

fraction variation’’ and the second type ‘‘inter-

application variation’’. Inter-fraction variation is

then defined as the topographic and/or dosimetric

change between fractions without removal and re-

insertion of the applicator. There is no direct

comparison to EBRT for this type of variation.

Inter-application variation is then defined as varia-

tion between different applications. This may be

compared to the situation in EBRT, as the patient/

organ position in relation to the ‘‘treatment device’’

(linac/applicator) may vary for each individual treat-

ment.

For inter-fraction variation data for gynaecologic

brachytherapy are very limited. One study compared

two sets of MRI, scanned prior to each fraction, for

an HDR schedule with 2 fractions given within 12�
24 hours using the same BT application [27]. The

findings revealed a stable situation for target and

rectum, while the position of the sigmoid changed

significantly. In case of the bladder, a filling protocol,

before each imaging procedure and dose delivery

could reduce the variations substantially. Inter-frac-

tion variability may also be prominent for PDR,

especially for protracted schedules lasting 50�60

hours, but detailed analysis is scarce. So far the

data is limited to indirect evidence for a stable

geometry between BT applicator and rectum during

a 10 hour PDR treatment [28].

There is some evidence for inter-application

variation. Studies used one treatment plan for

different intracavitary applications. The superimpo-

sition showed major deviations for the dose to the

target and to the OARs [29�31]. In general the dose

to the target structures becomes higher, as the

treated volume is kept constant and the tumour is

regressing between the applications. The geometrical

relationship (‘‘set-up’’) between the applicator and

the OAR can vary substantially for different reasons.

Due to this significant inter-application variation the

current suggestion is to follow adaptive treatment

planning, with MR or CT imaging for each applica-

tion.

Intrafraction variation is defined as the topogra-

phical variation during irradiation as in EBRT. This

has not been investigated directly for BT. Based on

the available data from inter-fraction variation ana-

lysis it seems likely that the situation for target,

bladder and rectum can be taken as stable for HDR

with little variation between dose plan and dose

delivery, in particular for the parameters of interest

as D90, 2 ccm and 0.1 ccm [27].

Dose-volume benefit from 3D optimisation in IGABT

Dose optimisation involves manipulation of dwell

positions and dwell times. In this way the size and

the shape of the classical pear shaped isodose can be

changed. In small tumours the irradiated volume can

be reduced in order to reduce dose to OARs. In

larger tumours the depth of the prescription isodose

can be expanded by typically 5 mm in intracavitary

applications [3]. By introduction of additional inter-

stitial needles, parametrial involvement can be

further targeted and it becomes possible to provide

prescription dose up to 15 mm from point A without

increasing dose to OARs significantly [32].

Non-optimised dose distributions in brachyther-

apy result in highly variable tumour doses. Linde-

gaard et al. showed that non-optimised standard

plans with dose prescription to point A would result

in target doses (D90 of HR CTV) ranging from 52 to

160% of prescribed dose with mean and standard

deviation of 113930%. With dose optimisation the

delivered doses became more homogeneous: 1179

22% (62�141%). At the same time the dose to OARs

could be improved such that DVH constraints could

be overall respected in 16/21 patients in optimised

plans as compared to 3/21 patients in standard plans

[5]. Similar results were obtained by De Brabandere

et al. where bladder and sigmoid DVH constraints

could be respected after dose optimisation in 16

Figure 4. Effect of margins on dose distribution in external beam

radiotherapy and intracavitary cervix cancer brachytherapy: A: In

external beam radiotherapy a margin for PTV (light grey) will

result in an increase of the field size. The plateau of the dose

distribution covering the whole PTV (dashed line) remains

unchanged. B: For intracavitary brachytherapy any margin into

the lateral and anterior-posterior direction will result in a change

of the dose distribution within the CTV with a volume and dose

increase in the high dose regions of the CTV (from solid line to

dashed line dose profile).
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patients, whereas standard dose plans resulted in

exceeding of constraints for 10/16 and 7/16 patients,

for bladder and rectum respectively. At the same

time they could obtain a mean target dose increase of

3 Gy [4].

A new analysis of the relationship between D90

and volume of HR CTV of 50 patients treated at

Aarhus University Hospital (Figure 5) show that the

combined use of IGABT and optimization more or

less doubles the volume that can be effectively treated

to 85 Gy (a/b�10). For standard library plans (2D)

the effect of the inverse square law is clearly seen with

a negative potency function describing the data

points and the D90 decreases below 85 Gy (a/b�
10) when the volume of HR CTV increases above 40

cm3 (Figure 5A). It is also noticeable that the high

D90 obtained with 2D standard plans in small

tumours with a HR CTVB40 cm3 also seem to

impose an over dosage of the OAR in most cases. By

optimization and use of interstitial needles in selected

patients (Figure 5B) the curve is much more flat such

that overdosing of OAR in smaller tumours is avoided

and the intended dose of at least 85 Gy (a/b�10) is

reached even in large tumours with a HR-CTV up to

90 cm3.

Correlation of DVH parameters with clinical

outcome: Possibilities and pitfalls

In order to validate IGABT and the suggested DVH

parameters for tumour control and constraints for

OAR currently used (see below), this complex

treatment technique has to be investigated within

the clinical setting. This implies many assumptions

and limitations which have to be considered when

switching from 2D point based BT to image

Figure 5. D90 as a function of HR CTV volume comparing standard 2D and optimized 3D treatment plans in a consecutive series of 50

locally advanced cervix cancer patients treated at Aarhus University with tandem and ring intracavitary brachytherapy plus additional

interstitial needles in selected cases. The horizontal red dotted line indicates the desired D90 of 85 Gy for HR CTV. The vertical white

dotted line indicatse the mean volume of HR CTV. A: Standard library plans (2D). The 18 dotted data points (z) indicate cases in which the

dose volume constraints for organs at risk were superseded. B: Optimized (3D) plans. Additional interstitial needles were applied in 15 cases

(blue triangle), and a vaginal cylinder in 4 cases (yellow circle). The 4 dotted data points (z) indicate cases in which the dose volume

constraints for organs at risk where superseded.
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guidance and optimization. This implies also clinical

follow-up of patients treated with this approach, 3D

image based assessment of any failure (local recur-

rence or morbidity) and topographic and dosimetric

correlation of these findings.

To our knowledge, Table I presents the largest

compilation of DVH data reported so far from about

300 patients treated according to the GEC ESTRO

guidelines at 4 institutions using different dose rates

(HDR, PDR) and 3 different applicators (Tandem/

ring, Ovoids, Mould). Despite these differences the

new GEC ESTRO guidelines provide an opportu-

nity for a meaningful communication and compar-

ison of these central DVH parameters between

different ‘‘schools of BT’’ and underline the central

role of the GEC ESTRO guidelines as a research

tool. Table I may therefore serve as a provisional

reference material until data from prospective ob-

servational studies with link to clinical outcome

become available. However, as discussed below there

are several underlying assumptions which have to be

taken into account when calculating and comparing

these DVH values. Furthermore these results repre-

sent mean values for specific experiences, while

maximum dose limits have to be based on clear

dose effect relationships.

DVH parameters for a combined dose assessment of

EBRT and IGABT

A major obstacle for progress in IGABT for cervical

cancer has been the basic difficulty to ‘‘add’’ doses

from EBRT and from one or multiple fractions of

BT. This was due to spatial uncertainties and to a

large variation in different doses per fraction, which

applied for both the CTV and the OAR. The Gyn

GEC ESTRO group then proposed for current

clinical practice to use some assumptions that may

give a reasonable working platform for the vast

majority of clinical situations [2].

Physics. The first ‘‘assumption’’ is that the HR CTV

receives at least the dose from EBRT as reported for

the ICRU point. The same applies for the small

volume of adjacent OAR receiving the highest dose

from brachytherapy. Furthermore it is assumed that

in fractionated brachytherapy the identical small

volume always receives the highest dose (‘‘worst

case’’). Based on these assumptions, the physical

doses are recommended to be ‘‘summed up’’, taking

into account the different doses per fraction [2].

Radiobiology. Secondly, it was proposed to apply the

linear-quadratic model and to express the dose as

physical dose and as biologically weighted dose, both

for the CTV with a uniform alpha beta value of 10

Gy and for the OAR with a uniform alpha beta value

of 3 Gy [2,33]. For the underlying biological model,

the major draw backs are the limited knowledge

about alpha-beta values for cervix cancer and for

OAR. It is quite possible that the alpha beta value for

cervix cancer is a heterogenous parameter and may

be lower than 10 in many cases. It therefore seems

somewhat questionable, that the assumed mean

alpha beta value of 10 is representative [34]. Some-

thing analogue may apply for the alpha-beta values

in OAR, which may be slightly higher, in particular

for the bladder [35]. Furthermore, the half-time of

repair for normal tissue is taken as 1.5 hours, which

seems reasonable but may also represent some

underestimation. If this is true, this would have a

clear impact on calculations for the iso-effects from

LDR and PDR brachytherapy, making these dose

rates ‘‘relatively more toxic’’ [36]. Finally, it has been

recently discussed, with upcoming use of high doses

per fraction in stereotactic radiotherapy that the

linear-quadratic model only allows to model tissue

effects appropriately, up to doses of about 5 Gy per

fraction [37]. For higher doses, in particular for

OAR, the calculated dose is likely overestimating the

effect. This may be in particular true then for the

values as found for the bladder in HDR cervix

brachytherapy (5�7� Gy per fraction in 2 ccm).

General considerations. Apparently, there is much

rationale in using the current assumptions and the

simplistic model approach, in particular as this has

Table I. Dose volume parameters (9 SD) from four institutions for the High Risk Clinical Target Volume (HR CTV) and organs at risk in

cervix cancer brachytherapy treated and reported according to the GEC ESTRO guidelines.

Institution

Dose rate

Applicator

No.

Patients

HR CTV

Vol (cc)

HR CTV

D90 (Gy)

Bladder

D2cc (Gy)

Rectum

D2cc (Gy)

Sigmoid

D2cc (Gy)

Vienna HDR Tandem/ring 141 36923 86916 95922 65912 62912

Leuven§ PDR Ovoids 56 38918 82910 8597 6396 66910

Paris* PDR Mould 45 36935 75910 7296 6196 6196

Aarhus PDR Tandem/ring 50 39920 9096 7396 6695 6995

*Data from C. Haie-Meder, personal communication; §Data from E. van Limbergen, personal communication.
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been a strong basis for the rapid development of this

field during the last decade. These assumptions and

these models seem to work reasonably well in clinical

practice, as long as a conservative attitude towards

3D optimization and dose volume constraints is

respected. However, it is evident that this method

has shortcomings, especially with regard to cross

institutional comparisons. Therefore, research is

needed, to further advance appropriate spatial dose

allocation (e.g. by better understanding uncertain-

ties and by developing registration techniques) and

to further advance biological modelling based on

clinical data to reduce the uncertainties in the

estimation of the radiobiological tumour and normal

tissue effects.

Dose response relationship for local control

For IGABT of cervical cancer it is essential to

investigate whether relationships between DVH

parameters for the targets and local control exist.

The D90 and the D100 have been introduced by the

Gyn GEC ESTRO group both for the HR and the

IR CTV [2]. So far, few data are available on these

DVH parameters, mostly from small patient series

(Table I). In regard to the published material, there

is some variation from mean 79 Gy to mean 90 Gy as

the minimum dose for the HR CTV [3�5,38]. It will

be important to find out the clinical impact of these

different doses on local control.

In a recent study including 141 patients, Dimo-

poulos et al. investigated the impact of D90 and

D100 for the targets on local control. It was

demonstrated that if the D90 for the HR CTV was

]87 Gy EQD2 true pelvic control rates of �95%

can be achieved [39]. However, a clear dose effect

was found only in large tumours not responding well

to primary EBRT (�/�chemotherapy).

According to the limited evidence, available so far,

the major effect to be expected for small tumours at

diagnosis and for bulky tumours (limited to the

cervix/proximal parametria and responding well) is

to assure local control for almost all of these patients

and at the same time to not induce major treatment

related side effects (BB5%). However, at present,

there is no clear indication, which dose level is needed

in terms of D90 for the HR CTV to reach this aim for

any of these subgroups. To find out, it is mandatory to

perform prospective multi-centre clinical research on

IGABT, allowing for different dose levels for pre-

scription (e.g. EMBRACE study, see below) accord-

ing to long standing clinical experience [40].

Dose volume constraints for organs at risk. The main

OAR in cervix cancer brachytherapy are rectum,

bladder, sigmoid colon and relevant parts of the

bowel loops adjacent to the target volumes. In

clinical routine the minimum doses to the most

exposed 2 cc tissue volume (D2cc) is taken as a

parameter for treatment plan optimization. Dose

effect relationship for the rectum was available for

the ICRU 38 reference point. As mean values for the

ICRU 38 dose and the D2cc are comparable,

the tolerance level to start IGABT was taken from

these experiences [40�42]. As there were no evi-

dence based limits for the sigmoid, the rectum

constraints were applied. For the bladder the avail-

able literature data on dose effects were not straight-

forward [40,42]. Dose constraints were determined

based on the current and traditional clinical practice.

For the vagina no dose volume parameters and

constraints have been recommended so far.

Rectum. For the rectum recently first dose-volume

constraints have been proposed based on clinical

evidence. Koom et al. showed that patients with

more severe rectal side effects (endoscopy score ]2)

had significantly higher D2cc (75910 Gy versus 699

9 Gy, a/b�3), D1cc (80912 Gy versus 73 910 Gy,

a/b�3), and D0.1cc (93920 Gy versus 85914 Gy,

a/b�3) [43]. A similar trend has been demonstrated

by the Vienna group for 141 patients: the incidence

of G1-G4 late toxicity for rectum was significantly

higher when the D2cc for the rectum was �75 Gy

(a/b�3) (20% versus 4%) [44]. These findings were

even more significant for the Vienna rectoscopy

study in 35 patients [45]. Nowadays a dose limit of

70�75 Gy EQD2 is applied in most centres.

Sigmoid. For the sigmoid, dose volume constraints

applied until now have not been clearly linked to

clinical outcome. In the Vienna series with 141

patients some dose effect relation could be shown

for an overall number of 3 sigmoid events with 9%

(2/22) compared to 1% (1/119) applying a cut off

level of 75 Gy [44]. However, in the Vienna

rectosigmoidoscopy study the frequency of telean-

giectasia was for a similar mean dose of 6597 and

6698 Gy to the 2 cc volume of sigmoid and rectum,

respectively only 3 of 29 (10%) in the sigmoid

compared to 26 of 35 (74%) in the rectum [45]. In

a recent small study by Sturzda et al. major inter-

fraction variation was found for the sigmoid in 15 of

22 patients [46]. Therefore, due to more underlying

uncertainties for assessing the dose to the sigmoid

colon (e.g. movement), the total calculated dose

using the ‘‘worst case assumption’’ has to be handled

with caution. Another interesting finding is, that in

different series published so far, the dose to the

sigmoid seems to be significantly different for a
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comparable dose to the HR CTV: e.g. 63 Gy in

Vienna [3] versus 69 Gy in Aarhus [5], both using

the tandem-ring applicator and the same method for

reporting (Table I). The reasons for these differences

need to be elucidated.

Bladder. For the bladder, the overall situation for

dose volume assessment applying 3D based para-

meter (2 ccm, 0.1 ccm) presents still with little

clinical evidence. This is in line with the difficulty of

showing dose effects for cervix cancer BT for the

bladder in the past [42]. For centres changing from

radiography to 3D based dose volume assessment it

has been striking that in the past high doses have

been applied in small volumes on a regular basis,

often far beyond what has been shown by the ICRU

bladder point. However, even in the Vienna series

with 141 patients, no dose effect could be shown for

this large series applying different cut-off levels for

small volumes [44]. Therefore, there is much

research and development needed in this particular

field. In a small retrospective study in Vienna of

symptomatic and asymptomatic patients (n�34)

receiving a dose �90 Gy (EQD2, a/b of 3) the

location of the high dose volume was investigated as

additional parameter. The posterior bladder wall was

divided into a low and medium segment (including

and not including the bladder neck). In 18 patients

with a high dose in the medium segment only

3 experienced bladder side effects, whereas for 16

patients with a high dose in the lower segment

10 suffered from late adverse bladder side effects

(pB0.05) [Munandar A et al., unpublished mate-

rial]. These findings indicate that some additional

parameter may be useful in future clinical research to

increase the value of ‘‘pure’’ DVH parameters for

assessing bladder morbidity.

Vagina. For the vagina no dose volume parameters

had been recommended by the Gyn GEC ESTRO

group. The reasons for this was that DVH para-

meters that are commonly used to report dose for

other OAR can not be directly applied for the vagina

due to high uncertainties in dose assessment [47].

Furthermore, no clinical evidence had been re-

ported. In a recent small study performed for the

assessment of vaginal morbidity in Vienna, different

endpoints were studied like teleangiectasia, bleeding,

fibrosis and shortening and correlated to different

dose levels in absolute small volumes (2 cc, 1 cc, 0.1

cc). No significant correlation was found between a

given endpoint (e.g. teleangiectasia yes/no) and a

certain dose level [48]. Innovative research ap-

proaches seem to be necessary to better understand

the underlying mechanisms and to define parameters

and a model which may be feasible for predicting

outcome.

Clinical results and future perspectives

for IGABT

At present IGABT for cervical tumours is intro-

duced as a routine treatment only in a limited

number of institutions worldwide, which explains

why there are relatively few published articles on

clinical outcome. Nevertheless, reports on clinical

experience of different centres indicate the feasibility

and potential of IGABT in cervical cancer patients

[3�6,18,32,39,43�45,47,49,50].

The first available clinical results [6] demonstrated

that both local control and morbidity were signifi-

cantly influenced by systematic application of the

MRI-based approach. The improvement of local

control was achieved in limited and advanced disease.

Thus, for limited disease (IB1/IIB proximal less than

4�5 cm) high local control rates (in the range of 95�
100%) and associated low rates of severe late mor-

bidity (B5%) can be expected. It also seems to be

possible achieving high local control rates (�90%)

with low rates of severe late morbidity (B5%) for

advanced disease (IB2, IIB more than 5 cm, IIIB).

There is furthermore growing evidence from other

single institution series that these very high local

control rates seem to be reproducible under different

conditions at various places: Paris IGR, Leuven,

Aarhus, London Mount Vernon. Altogether, accord-

ing to a recent survey within the EMBRACE study

group (see below), an overall number of about 800

patients have been treated so far worldwide applying

IGABT for cervical cancer.

Future clinical research will have to focus on the

further improvement of high precision technology

and methodology of this 3D adaptive approach and

on the validation of these results in a prospective

multi-centre setting with systematic application of

IGABT applying the GEC ESTRO recommenda-

tions for target definition and for dose volume

assessment. Thus, a collaborative IntE
¯
rnational

study on M
¯

RI-guided brachytherapy in locally ad-

vanced cervical cancer (EMBRACE) was designed

which is starting in 2008. The most important aim of

this EMBRACE study is to implement cervix cancer

IGABT worldwide under high quality standards and

then to correlate local control and dose volume

parameters for GTV, HR CTV and IR CTV as well

as late morbidity and dose volume parameters for

OARs.
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